I studied Fine Arts at Texas Tech University (BFA) and Indiana University, where I was drawn to the IST field due to the potential for exploring new technologies in educational settings. Master in Educational Technology degree programs equip students with the skills to apply research in practical educational contexts. The Indiana University system is the flagship Institution of the central Indiana University system.


Indiana University School of Education. This service is provided by the Department of Instructional Systems Technology in the POST. A new job announcement is available:

Digital/new media arts and digital visual culture. 3D virtual worlds

M.A., Instructional Systems Technology, Indiana University, Bloomington. B.A., Educational Technology. Prior to joining the IST team at IU, Michael spent 7 years as a classroom teacher. Fatih Ergulec is a Ph.D. student in Instructional Systems Technology at Indiana University. He holds a Ph.D. in Instructional Systems Technology, Indiana University, 2008. M.Ed. in Educational Administration, Indiana University.

Redesigning higher education: Embracing a new paradigm. Educational Technology

Barbara's research and grant activities are focused on the study of how educational systems integrate new technologies, and how the introduction of new technologies impacts learning. Click to email this to a friend (Opens in new window) · Click to share on Google+

The Instructional Systems Technology (IST) conference is a student-run and distance learning event that welcomes students, alumni, and faculty of the IU IST department as well as IST professionals from around the world. You will be designing a logo for the 2015 conference:

Indiana University's online M.S. Ed. in Instructional Systems Technology offers concentrations in educational leadership, educational media, and teaching and learning. Instructional technology professor Abbie Brown, a New York City native, holds an undergraduate degree in communication and a doctorate in instructional systems technology from Indiana University.

Instructional Systems Technology Distance Master's Degree.

Literacy, Culture, and Language Education Master's Degree. Special Education for Indiana.